Symposium of Sports Law

Sports Jurisdiction and Arbitration in Sports Activities
Unite – Master in Diritto ed Economia Dello Sport nell’Unione Europea – IASL

Teramo, 8 July 2016

Program

h. 9,00 – Opening and Welcoming Addresses - Academic Authorities
h. 9,30 – Commemorating Prof. Lucio Colantuoni
Prof. Dimitrios P. Panagiotopoulos (President of IASL)
h. 9,45 – Presentation of Memory Award: “Aisymnitis” (Διαιτητής Diaititis- Arbitrator), IASL Award
Dr. Majed Garoub – President of Saudi Law Training Center (SLTC), Saudi Arabia
h. 10,00 – Arbitral Jurisdiction in Sports Activities
Prof. Dimitrios P. Panagiotopoulos – National and Kapodistrian University of Athens,
Attorney-at-Law (President of IASL), Greece

h. 10,40 – Coffee break

h. 11,00 – Sports Justice Principles
prof. Piero Sandulli – University of Teramo (Sports Judge), Italy
h. 11,40 – Lex Sportiva and the Jurisdiction of CAS
Prof. Klaus Vieweg - University of Erlangen (Honorary IASL Vice-President), Germany
h. 12,20 – Discussion

h. 13,00 – Lunch

h. 14,30 – Sports Labor Disputes: Jurisdiction and Arbitration
Dr. Olga Shevchenko - Moscow State Law University (IASL General Secretary), Russia
h. 15,10 – The Development of International Sports Arbitration Bodies and Challenges of Legislative
Policy for Reestablishment of Sports Arbitration Agency in Korea
Prof. KeeYeu - Dongguk University, Seoul, Korea (Korean Association of Sports Law, President; IASL Vice-President), South Korea
h. 15,50 – Does a Separate Hungarian Sports Law Exists?
Prof. Andras Nemes – Semmelweis University – Hungary (IASL Vice-President)

h. 16,30 – Coffee break

h. 16,45 – Sexism and Legal Problems of Gender Identity in Professional Sports
Dr. Anatoly Peskov (Director, Security Department Russian International Olympic University), Russia
h. 17,25 – Some Critical Consideration about the Role of the National Commission of Discipline in
Sports from Romania
Prof. Virgil Voicu - Professor, University Cluj (honorary IASL Vice-President), Romania
h. 18,05 – Realty and Perspectives of Sport Law in the Arab World
Taoufik Med Alzahrouni - DSC Professionalism Specialist (IASL Board Member), Tunisia

h. 18,45 – Discussion

Official language: English
Scientific Committee: Prof. Dimitrios P. Panagiotopoulos, Dr. Anna Di Giandomenico, Dr. Maria Francesca Serra
Sponsor of Memory Award: Dr. Majed Garoub – President of Saudi Law Training Center (SLTC), Saudi Arabia